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Motor Vehicle Log - Regular Trips

Domestic and Overseas Travel Diary

Home Office Usage Diary

Four-week representative (time based) internet diary



Motor Vehicle Log - Irregular Trips Motor Vehicle Log claim - General substantiation Notes

Rego num:

from: to:

start: end:

start end start end

eg 33,051 33,201 1/07/2019 1/07/2019 150

Total Business Kilometres 0

Where the individual owns or leases the vehicle – purchase or lease documents for the motor vehicle, and a motor vehicle 

registration certificate or papers for the period claims are being made for motor vehicle expenses.

Where the individual has used the vehicle both for work-related and private or domestic purposes, a reasonable basis for 

apportioning expenses, such as a logbook or diary, in conjunction with odometer records.

Receipts and/or other reasonable documentary evidence, such as a bank statement and/or a credit card statement, in order to 

verify expenses incurred.

Claiming expenses for vehicles that do not qualify as "cars" - "work horse" vehicles

A vehicle will not qualify as a ‘car’ for income tax purposes if it is designed to carry a load of at least one tonne.

Expenses for a non-car must be claimed on an ‘actual basis’ – As a result, expenses related to a motor vehicle that is not a ‘car’ 

are effectively claimed on an ‘actual basis’ (i.e., to the extent the vehicle is used for income-earning activities) under S.8-1.

Records to substantiate a deduction for motor vehicle expenses

The ATO has traditionally advised that, an entry for a journey that merely indicates it is a business trip (e.g., “Business trip” or 

“Client trip”) is not sufficient. A more appropriate way to describe the journey would be: “Client visit, Essendon” or “Two 

customer calls, Melbourne CBD”.

In addition to recording sufficient details of each journey, a log book must also record:

• when the log book period begins and ends;

• the car’s odometer readings at the start and end of the log book period;

• the total number of kilometres travelled in the log book period; and

• the business use percentage for the log book period (i.e., as established by the log book).

Note: Only record business and work related travel in the logbook below.

A car’s business kilometres are calculated by a taxpayer by making a reasonable estimate, taking into account both of the 

following:

• Information contained in a valid log book, odometer records or other records.

• Any variations in the pattern of use of the car during the year (e.g., because of holidays, sick leave, extended leave, a change 

in employment duties, peak times or busy times and a relocation of business premises). Therefore, when making a reasonable 

estimate of a car’s business kilometres for a particular income year (for the purposes of calculating the business use percentage 

for that year), an existing log book is only an indication of the business use of the car. Any variations in the pattern of use of the 

car during the year must also be taken into account (as noted above).

A valid log book is required to be kept for, and must cover, a continuous period of at least 12 weeks during the period the car 

was held (which is representative of the use of the car for the relevant income year – refer below).

The 12-week period may overlap income years, so long as it includes part of the year for which a claim is made. For example, 

where a car used for work purposes was acquired on 10 June 2020, the 12-week log book period can

commence from 10 June 2020 (i.e., in the 2020 income year) and end in September 2020 (i.e., in the 2021 income  year).

In this example, the log book (assuming all the relevant requirements are satisfied) can be used as a basis for establishing the 

car’s business use percentage for the 2020 income year, as well as for the 2021 income year.

Generally, a new log book must be kept every five years in respect of a particular car.

Also, a new log book can be kept more frequently if an employee chooses to do so (e.g., this may be prudent where an 

employee wants to establish a higher business use percentage for a particular car).

In contrast, odometer records must be kept for a particular car in each income year during which the car is held by an individual 

taxpayer

Certain details of each business trip (or journey) must be recorded in a log book, including:

• the day the journey began and ended;

• the car’s odometer readings at the start and end of the journey, and how many kilometres the car travelled on the journey; 

and

• why the journey was made (i.e., an appropriate description of the purpose of each journey).

Odometer reading per journey Date of travel Kilometres 

travelled
Reason for journey

Two customer calls, Melbourne CBD

Odometer readings for period

Client name

Description of vehicle

Period covered by logbook



Motor Vehicle Log - Regular Trips Motor Vehicle Log claim - General substantiation Notes

Registration

0

Where the individual has used the vehicle both for work-related and private or domestic purposes, a reasonable basis for 

apportioning expenses, such as a logbook or diary, in conjunction with odometer records.

Receipts and/or other reasonable documentary evidence, such as a bank statement and/or a credit card statement, in order to 

verify expenses incurred.

Claiming expenses for vehicles that do not qualify as "cars" - "work horse" vehicles

A vehicle will not qualify as a ‘car’ for income tax purposes if it is designed to carry a load of at least one tonne.

Expenses for a non-car must be claimed on an ‘actual basis’ – As a result, expenses related to a motor vehicle that is not a ‘car’ 

are effectively claimed on an ‘actual basis’ (i.e., to the extent the vehicle is used for income-earning activities) under S.8-1.

Records to substantiate a deduction for motor vehicle expenses

Where the individual owns or leases the vehicle – purchase or lease documents for the motor vehicle, and a motor vehicle 

registration certificate or papers for the period claims are being made for motor vehicle expenses.

In contrast, odometer records must be kept for a particular car in each income year during which the car is held by an individual 

taxpayer

Certain details of each business trip (or journey) must be recorded in a log book, including:

• the day the journey began and ended;

• the car’s odometer readings at the start and end of the journey, and how many kilometres the car travelled on the journey; 

and

• why the journey was made (i.e., an appropriate description of the purpose of each journey).

The ATO has traditionally advised that, an entry for a journey that merely indicates it is a business trip (e.g., “Business trip” or 

“Client trip”) is not sufficient. A more appropriate way to describe the journey would be: “Client visit, Essendon” or “Two 

customer calls, Melbourne CBD”.

In addition to recording sufficient details of each journey, a log book must also record:

• when the log book period begins and ends;

• the car’s odometer readings at the start and end of the log book period;

• the total number of kilometres travelled in the log book period; and

• the business use percentage for the log book period (i.e., as established by the log book).

A car’s business kilometres are calculated by a taxpayer by making a reasonable estimate, taking into account both of the 

following:

• Information contained in a valid log book, odometer records or other records.

• Any variations in the pattern of use of the car during the year (e.g., because of holidays, sick leave, extended leave, a change 

in employment duties, peak times or busy times and a relocation of business premises). Therefore, when making a reasonable 

estimate of a car’s business kilometres for a particular income year (for the purposes of calculating the business use percentage 

for that year), an existing log book is only an indication of the business use of the car. Any variations in the pattern of use of the 

car during the year must also be taken into account (as noted above).

A valid log book is required to be kept for, and must cover, a continuous period of at least 12 weeks during the period the car 

was held (which is representative of the use of the car for the relevant income year – refer below).

The 12-week period may overlap income years, so long as it includes part of the year for which a claim is made. For example, 

where a car used for work purposes was acquired on 10 June 2020, the 12-week log book period can

commence from 10 June 2020 (i.e., in the 2020 income year) and end in September 2020 (i.e., in the 2021 income  year).

In this example, the log book (assuming all the relevant requirements are satisfied) can be used as a basis for establishing the 

car’s business use percentage for the 2020 income year, as well as for the 2021 income year.

Generally, a new log book must be kept every five years in respect of a particular car.

Also, a new log book can be kept more frequently if an employee chooses to do so (e.g., this may be prudent where an 

employee wants to establish a higher business use percentage for a particular car).

Client name

Description of vehicle

Period over 

which regular 

trips 

undertaken 

(dates

Purpose and nature of regular trips

Total Business Kilometres

Number of 

business 

kilometres the 

car travelled

Total number 

of trips 

undertaken



Domestic and Overseas Travel Diary Domestic and Overseas Travel Diary - general substantiation notes

Name : Travel Substantiation Table

Details of overseas or domestic trip:

Duration The amount claimed does NOT exceed the reasonable allowance amount

Details of :

The amount claimed exceeds the reasonable allowance amount

Details of expenses incurred:

Business Private Total

-$                  -$                  -$                  

-$                  -$                  -$                  

-$                  -$                  -$                  

-$                  -$                  -$                  

-$                  -$                  -$                  

-$                  -$                  -$                  

-$                  -$                  -$                  

-$                  -$                  -$                  

-$                  -$                  -$                  

-$                  -$                  -$                  Total expenses

Airfares

Accommodation

Incidentals

Meals

Other (specify)

Travel allowance is received and:

Written 

evidence 

required?

Travel less than six nights in a row
Yes (whole 

claim)

Travel less than six nights in a row

Travel six or more nights in a row

No

No

Travel six or more nights in a row
Yes (whole 

claim)
Yes Yes Yes

No Yes No

Yes (Accom 

only)

Yes (Accom 

only)

No

Yes

No

No

Overseas TravelDomestic Travel

Travel diary 

required?

Written 

evidence 

required?

Travel diary 

required?

Date start

Reason for trip

Business portion

The nature of the activity

The day and approximate time when it began

How long it lasted

Where you in engaged in it



Home Office Usage Diary

Name :

Dated:

Date
Time work 

commenced

Time work 

finished

Signed (taxpayer):

When claiming home office running expenses (e.g., electricity, gas, cleaning and depreciation of office furniture and 

furnishings), a taxpayer wishing to use either the cents per hour (standard) method or the ATO actual (formula) method should 

keep a record of each time their relevant area at home (e.g., a home office) is used for work or business purposes, in order to 

verify the deductible portion claimed.

Where the use of the relevant area (e.g., a home office) is regular and consistent throughout the year, the ATO generally 

accepts that a time usage record or diary can be kept for a representative fourweek period, to work out the pattern of use for 

the entire year. In this case, adjustments should be made to reflect any periods of absences (e.g., annual leave).

Total hours 

worked
Description

Date time diary commenced

Date time diary finished

Summary

Total Hours

Total work hours usage = (A)



Four-week representative (time based) internet diary

Name :

(A) (B)

Dated:

Date Work use time
Private Use 

time

It is recommended that a representative time based internet usage diary adopt the following format.

Time 

commenced
Time finished Description

Total Hours

Summary

Total work hours usage = (A)

Signed (taxpayer):

Total hours usage = (A + B)

Total work use percentage (%) (work hours divided by total hours)

Date time diary commenced

Date time diary finished


